"Ach du lieber" is equivalent to "Oh, __".
The anti-aircraft term __ comes from "fliegerabwehrkanone".
A glockenspiel means "bells __" and may be part of a fancy clock.
Panzер is equated with __ in English, but actually means "armor".
If something is "kaput", it doesn't __.
A feeling of anxiety, worry or fear.
A quarterback __ comes from the German word for lightning.
Animated ogre whose name comes from "schreck" meaning "horror".
A large earthenware mug, especially for beer.
The leitmotif is the leading __ of piece of art, music, or literary work.
Strafe or strafing comes from the word strafen meaning "to __".
The zeitgeist is the __ of the times.
To squirt or spray.
U2 album: __ Baby. Translates to "Attention Baby".
Fahrvergnügen means "__ enjoyment".
The Major in __ Jones and the Last Crusade: "Wo ist Jones?!"
JFK said "Ich bin ein ___" (I am a doughnut).
German style hot dogs, sometimes made with beer.
Menu item at McDonalds.
A __ or snap-link derives from the German "Karabinerhaken".
What Germans say when someone sneezes; it means "healthiness".
__ means "the people's car".
Someone who likes to travel is said to have this.
A __ is a miracle or wonder child.
Someone who is ill-mannered or course; or an extinct human species.
A noisy ghost who can sometimes move things.
Children go to __ before first grade.
Star Wars' __ are derived from the Sturmabteilung of WWII.